By: North American Technology

What would happen to your Practice if your
patient data was lost, stolen or damaged?
For the past three years we have been providing:
A Fully Automatic ● Off-Site ● Secure ● Remote Backup Service
(HIPAA Compliant)
On April 21, 2005 new HIPAA regulations went into effect requiring each Covered
Entity to have a disaster recovery plan in place. No data protection strategy is
complete without off-site protection from disasters. Our Remote Backup Service is
completely automatic and secure, because your data is encryped before it leaves your office. Our Remote
Backup software encrypts your information using your choice of eight of the strongest cryptographic
methods in the world for complete security. Only you hold the encryption key, which is necessary to
UN-encrypt your data, therefore we cannot access your data and neither can anyone else. Finally and
most importantly - backups are immediately sent off-site and stored safely away. This is where almost
every practice makes its biggest mistake. Even if they do everything else perfectly, on-site backups are
often of little use if disaster strikes. With physicians depending more and more on the data stored in their
computers, proper off-site backups are VITAL!
Consider the causes of data loss: 42% Hardware Failure, 33% Human Error, 13% Software Corruption,
7% Computer Viruses, 5% Theft. Doesn’t it just make good common sense to have an automatic, off-site,
backup service working for you?
Our remote backup system has many advanced features. At 19 years old it is the most mature product of
its kind, the acknowledged industry leader. In addition we also offer an open file backup manager option.
This allows us to backup your files even if they are in use.
How much does is cost? Most offices are at Plan D up to 200 Meg per month at $82.00 or Plan F up to
500 Meg per month at $112.00. You are charged based upon the amount of compressed data sent to our
servers each month. How much your data will compress, and how much will be sent to our servers, is
difficult to forecast. That’s why we offer a 30 day trial period. At the end of the trial period we will
know exactly.
To start your no

risk 30 day trial or for more information please visit our web site.

Ask about our other disaster recovery services, such as our Stand by Backup Server Service or our Real
Time Server Backup Server Service and our ASP Application Hosting Services.
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